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A. General
In upper right corner of title page write by hand "For CMP".
Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate. They should preferably be written in
English papers in French or German are also accepted.
Manuscripts must be in their final form, typed on one side of each sheet only, with
double spacing and wide margins. Formulae should be typewritten whenever
possible. Mimeographed copies are not acceptable unless clearly legible.
Please include a "Note for the Printer" explaining markings used. See suggestion
overleaf.
To speed up publication, authors will receive only one set of proofs: provisionally
numbered page proofs. Authors are requested to correct typographical errors only they
will be charged for corrections involving changes, additions or deletions to the original
manuscript.
Equations should be typewritten whenever possible. Even if you use a sophisticated
typewriter, some parts of your manuscript will have to be marked to avoid
misunderstandings and mistakes. If there is no difference in size, special attention
should be given to the placing of subscripts and superscripts so that they are
recognizable as such. Please avoid multilevel formulas, subscripts, or superscripts,
whenever possible (see overleaf).
Diagrams should be submitted on separate sheets, not included in the text. They
should be drawn in Indian ink in clean uniform lines, the whole about twice the size of
the finished illustration. Inscriptions should allow for the figure 1, for example, to be
about 2 mm high in the final version (i.e. 4 mm for reduction x ^). The author should
mark in the margin of the manuscript where diagrams may be inserted.
Footnotes, other than those which refer to the title heading, should be numbered
consequently and placed at the foot of the page to which they refer (not at the end of
the article).
Please give on the first page of the manuscript a running head (condensed title), which
should not exceed 70 letters including spaces.
References to the literature should be listed at the end of the manuscript. The
following information should be provided for journal articles: names and initials of all
authors, name of the journal, volume, first and last page numbers and year of
publication. It is suggested that authors give complete titles of articles referred to.
References to books should include name(s) of author(s), full title, edition, place of
publication, publisher and year of publication.
Examples
Haag, R., Swieca, J.A.: When does a quantum field theory describe particles?
Commun. Math. Phys. 1, 308-320 (1965)
Glimm, J., Jaffe, A.: Quantum physics. A functional integral point of view. Berlin,
Heidelberg, New York: Springer 1981
Commun Math Phys 86.4(1982)

B. Marking
1. Text
The words "Theorem", "Lemma", "Corollary", "Proposition" etc. are normally printed in boldface,
followed by the formulation in italics (to be underlined by the author in the manuscript).
The words "Proof", "Remark", "Definition", "Note" etc. are printed in italics with the formulation in
ordinary typeface.
Words or sentences to be set in italics should be marked by single underlining.
2. Formulas
Letters in formulas are normally printed in italics, figures in ordinary typeface.
It will help the printer if in doubtful cases the position of indices and exponents is marked thus: b j \ a v.
n m
Spacing of indices and exponents must be specially indicated (Am n ) otherwise they will be set (A""',).
Underlining for special alphabets and typefaces should be done according to the following code:
single underlining:
small letter
double underlining:
capital letter
brown:
boldface headings, boldface letters in formulas
upright
yellow:
(abbreviations e.g. Re, Im, log, sin, ord, id, lim, sup, etc.)
red:
Greek
blue:
Gothic
green:
Script
violet:
the numeral 1, and zero (to distinguish them from the small letter / and the
capital letter O)
orange:
Special Roman
The following are frequently confused:
o, o,O,0;

u,u,\J,U;
a',a1;

x,x,X,κ;

v,v,v;

O,Θ,φ,φ,Φ,0;

ψ,Ψ;

ε, e

the symbol a and the indefinite article a;

also the handwritten Roman letters:
c,C;
e,l;
I,J;
k,K;
o,O;
p,P;
s,S;
Please take care to distinguish them in some way.

u,l/;

v,V

x,X;

z9Z;

C. Examples
1. Special alphabets or typefaces
Script

jrf, &, <g, Θ, $, J% ^, lί£\ </,
<2 , ό, c, d, e,f, ^, A, i, J, 4, /, m, n, o, ft, φ, l, ϋ, /, a, v-, 10, cc, ty, x
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, 0, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, ί, j , k, I, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z
21, «, G, t>, G, 5, (5, &, 3, 3, tt, iί, ^ί, SJΪ, O, % Q, SΛ, S, 1, U, SB, 2B, ί, ?), 3
a, b, c, b, e, f, q, ί), i, j, f, l,'m, n, ϋ, p, q, r, s, f, t, u, Ό, CD, X, t), 3
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j , k, I, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z
A, IB, <C, ID, E,IF, <D, M, Π, J, DC, IL, M, N, ©, IP, Q, R, S, IT, UJ, V, W, X, Y, Z, 1

Sanserif
Gothic
Boldface
Special Roman

Γ, /I, 6>, /I, E, Π, Σ, Φ, Ψt Ω
α, β, y, δ, ε, ς, η, 0, .9, i, K, /, ^, v, ξ, 0, π, p, σ, τ, u, φ, ψ, χ, ψ, ω

Greek
2. Notations
preferred form

instead of

preferred form

A*,

f'.A-*B

b,y\v

A, b, y, v

lim sup, lim inf

lim, lim

inj lim, proj lim

lim, lim

2

2

2

ex P (-(;c +y )/tf )
1

r

cos(l/x)

instead of

cos —
X

-1
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Applied Mathematics and Optimization
Applied Physics
A: Solids and Surfaces
B: Photophysics and Laser Chemistry
Archiv fur Elektrotechnik
Archive of Electrical Engineering
Archive for History of Exact Sciences
Archive for Rational Mechanics and
Analysis
Archives of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology
Archives of Microbiology
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Bauingenieur
Zeitschrift fur das gesamte Bauwesen
Behavioral Ecology and Sociόbiology
Biological Cybernetics
Communication and Control in Organisms
and Automata
Biophysics of Structure and Mechanism
Bulletin of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology
Carlsberg Research Communications
Chromosoma
Communications in Mathematical
Physics
Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology
Coral Reefs
Journal of the International Society for
Reef Studies
Current Genetics
Eukaryotes with Emphasis on Yeasts
Fungi Mitochondria Plastids
Current Microbiology
Differentiation
Environmental Geology
Environmental Management
An International Journal for
Decision-Makers and Scientists
European Journal of Applied
Microbiology and Biotechnology
European Journal of Biochemistry
Fresenius' Zeitschrift fur Λnalytische Chemie
Geochimica
Holz als Roh-und Werkstoff
Informatik-Spektrum
IngenieuF-Arcbiv
Archive of Applied Mechanics
Inventiones mathematicae
Irrigation Science
Journal of Comparative Physiology
A. Sensory, Neural, and Behavioral
Physiology
B. Biochemical, Systemic, and
Environmental Physiology
Journal of Geophysics/
Zeitschrift fur Geophysik
Journal of Mathematical Biology
Journal of Molecular Evolution
Journal of Plant Growth Regulation
Konstruktion
Zeitschrift fur Konstruktion und
Entwicklung im Maschinen-,
Apparate- und Geratebau
manuscripta mathematics
Marine Biology
International Journal on Life in Oceans
and Coastal Waters
The Mathematical Intelligencer
Mathematical Systems Theory
Mathematische Λnnalen
Mathematische Zeitschrift
Metrologia
International Journal of Scientific Metrology
Microbial Ecology
Mineralium Deposita
International Journal of Geology, Mineralogy,
and Geochemistry of Mineral Deposits
MGG Molecular & General Genetics
Die Naturwissenschaften
Numerische Mathematik
Oceanologica et Limnologia Sinica
Oecologia
OR-Spektnπn
Operations Research-Spektrum

Springer Journals keeping you in pace with science.
Springer journals are known and respected internationally for
keeping professionals in science and in medicine, in research and
in industry well-informed about the rapid progress in their fields.
Decide for yourself by sending in one of the order coupons.
To: The Head Librarian/The Library Committee
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Department:
D I/we have studied the Springer Journal(s)
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D Please obtain sample copies on other related Springer Journal
and/or latest index/sample copy including volume-index
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Zeitschrift fiir Wahrccheinlichkeitstheorie
und verwandte Gebiete
Probability Theoτy and Stochastics
Zentralblatt fur Mathematik und ihre
Grenzgebiete/Mathematics Abstracts
Abstracts and Reviews from Zentralblatt
fur Mathematic/Mathematics Abstracts:
Number Theory
Partial Differential Equations
Probability and Stochastic Processes
Geometry
Topology
Heal Analysis
Numerical Analysis
Zoomorphόtogy

<
o

Physics and Chemistry of Minerals
Plant Cell Reports
Planta
Polar Biology
Polymer Bulletin
Public International Law
Radiation and Environmental
Biophysics
Roux's Archives of Developmental Biology
Semigroup Forum
Sicherheit in Chemie and Umwelt
Zeitschrift zum Handbuch der
gefahrlichen Giiter
- Siemens Forschαngs- und Entwicklungsberichte/Research and Development
Reports
Theoretica Chimίca Acta
An International Journal of
Theoretical Chemistry
TAG Theoretical and Applied Genetics
International Journal of Breeding
Research and Cell Genetics
Waπne- and Stoffϋbertragung/
Thermo- and Fluid Dynamics
Werkstattstechnik-wt
Zeitschrift fur industrielίe Fertigung
Wood Science and Technology
Zeitschrift fur Larmbekampfung
Zeitschrift Πir Lebensniittel-Untersuchung
uuά -Forschung
Zeitschrift Γύr Physik A
Atoms and Nuclei
Zeitschrift fiir Physik B
Condensed Matter
Zeitschrift fiir Physik C
Particles and Fields

O
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Problem Books
in Mathematics
Series Editor: P.R Halmos
The heart of mathematics is not abstract generalities but
concrete problems.
As Paul Halmos, editor of the new Problem Books in
Mathematics series, says, they help in proselytizing, in
teaching, and research. They are the best way to show a
young student, a prospective mathematics major, what his
subject is about. And for researchers, whose work is
almost by definition concerned with problems, their
hardest problem is to formulate the right problem.
Springer-Verlag's Problem Books in Mathematics will be
devoted exclusively to problems, challenging, difficult, but
accessible problems. To appear on a regular basis, the
books in this series are intended to help at all levels - in
college, in graduate school, and in the profession. Their
prototypes can be found in the "Otto Dunkel Memorial
Problem Book" on the elementary level and Pόlya and
Szego's "Problems and Theorems in Analysis" on the
advanced level. On the research level, the models are the
rare publications dealing with Hubert's famous 23
problems.
Interesting subjects not yet adequately treated elsewhere;
collections of problems that have been discovered, or
gathered carefully together over the years: these are
examples of what the reader can expect to find in Problem
Books in Mathematics.

B.Gelbaum

Problems in Analysis
1982. Approx. 9 figures. Approx. 225 pages
Cloth DM 74,-; approx. US $ 30.90
ISBN 3-540-90692-4
This new collection of mathematical problems is
conceived as a supplement to the classic Problems and
Theorems in Analysis by Pόlya and Szego (published by
Springer in 1925). Dr.Gelbaum presents 518 problems in
real and complex variables - including material not found
in standard treatises - geared for graduate or advanced
undergraduate students in mathematics and physical
sciences. The emphasis is on the practical application of
the standard theorems and techniques of analysis to
problems which might be encountered in the field.

Unsolved Problems in Intuitive Mathematics
Volume 1
R.KGuy

Unsolved Problems in
Number Theory
1981. 17 figures. XVIII, 161 pages
Cloth DM 42,-; approx. US $ 17.60
ISBN 3-540-90593-6
Unsolved Problems in Number Theory brings together 178
open questions organized into six categories: prime
numbers, divisibility, additive number theory, Diophantine equations, sequences of integers, and miscellaneous.
In addition to being the first release in Springer's new
Problem Book series, this publication is the initial installment of a multi-volume project by H.T. Croft (Cambridge
University), and Richard K. Guy (the University of
Calgary), entitled Unsolved Problems in Number Theoty.
A. A. Kirillov, A. D. Gvishiani

Theorems and Problems
in Functional Analysis
Translated from the Russian by H. H. McFaden
1982. 6 figures. IX, 347 pages
Cloth DM 98,-; approx. US $ 40.90
ISBN 3-540-90638-X
Here, in a well-organized volume of manageable size, are
theory, problems, and hints to solutions covering practically all the material on functional analysis which would
be studied at the university level. In addition to the standard material, advanced topics such as categorial language,
index theory, harmonic analysis are included.
D.J.Newman

A Problem Seminar
1982. Approx. 100 pages
ISBN 3-540-90765-3
In preparation
This unique collection of problems on the advanced
undergraduate level originates from Donald J.Newman's
problem seminar.
There is no common topical thread through this collection
other than the author's fresh and non-technical approach
to mathematical problems. The book should go a long way
towards restoring legitimacy, substance, and most importantly, fun to the practice of problem solving. The text can
be used in conjunction with the usual theoretical courses
such as real variables, complex variables, or combinatorics. It offers witty and incisive illustrations of perspectives
which are otherwise highly abstract and theoretical.
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